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The group of IA-automorphisms of the free metabelian group of rank 3 is not 
finitely generated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a group and G’ its commutator subgroup, then an automorphism of G 
which induces the identity on G/G’ is called an IA-automorphism. The set 
A(G; G/G’) of IA-automorphisms of G is a normal subgroup of the automor- 
phism group A(G) of G, being the kcrncl of the natural homomorphism of 
A(G) + A(G/G’). 
If G is a free group or a free solvable group of rank n (i.e., is freely generated 
by n elements), then A(G/G’) G GL(n, Z), the group of TZ x n matrices with 
integer entries and determinant 41. The dichotomy in the structure of SL(n, Z) 
for n = 2 and n > 3 is well known, and we shall show that one may expect even 
more of a dichotomy for A(G) d e en m p d’ g on the rank of G. For example, if G is 
(non-Abelian) free solvable of rank2, then alMA-automorphisms of G are inner[3] 
so that A(G; G/G’) g G. In contrast, we shall show that if G is (non-Abelian) 
free solvable of rank 3, then A(G; G/G’) is not even finitely generated. (If G is 
free of rank 3, then A(G; G/G’) is generated by nine elements, Magnus 191.) 
If F is a free group of rank 3, we put @ = F/F”, the free metabelian group of 
r-ank 3. Our main result is therefore that A(@; @I@‘) is infinitely generated. 
This result leads to the possibility that A(@) is infinitely generated, in contrast 
to automorphism groups of polycyclic groups which are always finitely pre- 
sented [I]. 
An interesting consequence of the main result is a nonconstructive proof of 
the existence of automorphisms of CD which are not induced by automorphisms 
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of the free group F. The existence of such automorphisms of @ was first prwed 
by Ghein [4] in a completely different manner. 
Regarding the proof of the main result, we construct a representation of 
_J(@; @/CD’) as matrices in GL,(Z[s, , s ;I, sa , .$]), s1 and sa being indeterminates 
over the ring of integers 2. The subgroup theorem for amalgamated products 
[5, 6] is then applied twice. First, in Section 5, we determine the structure of 
of SL, of P[t, t-r], where P is a principal ideal domain and t is an indeterminate 
over P. T/t’e use a theorem of Ihara [ll, p. II 101 and the subgroup theorem to 
show (Proposition 3) that 
SL,(P[t, t-7) = SL,(P[fj) 2 SL,(P[t])T, 
w-here T = (i i). (See Section 2 for notation.) Our use of Proposition 3 in this 
pa?er is to establish that 
[sl ) sp, St ) s,l]) = SL,( [sl. ) s;l, s,]) *u SL,( 
This resuit and a second application of the subgroup theorem is used to prove 
that the image of A(@; CD/@‘) in SL,(Q[s, , s;ll s2 , $1) is not finitely generated, 
from which our result follows. (See end of Section 3 and in particular Lemma 1~) 
2. NOTATION 
the group of all automorphisms of the group G. 
the terms of the derived series of G. 
the ring of integers. 
the field of rational numbers. 
the integral group ring of G. 
the free metabelian group of rank 3 freely generated by 
Xl I 6% ? 53 * 
the kernel of the natural map A(@) + A(@/@‘) induced by the 
natural map @ - @/CD’, called the group of I&-automorphisms 
the general linear group of degree n over the integral domain D. 
the special linear group of degree n over II, i.e., those elements 
in GL,(D) of determinant one. 
the field of quotients of the integral domain Ld. 
the image of xa under the natural map @ * @,/CD’, i =L I, 2, 3. 
indeterminate over Z(@/@‘), i = 1,2, 3. 
denotes (1 - s,), i = 1, 2, 3. 
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lag denotes g-‘Jag for g, h E G. 
s, t indeterminates over Q. 
(r denotes (1 - s). 
G = A j~u B means G is the free product of subgroups A and B with 
U = A n B amalgamated. 
We will often put x*1 for X, x-l. Thus Z[s*r, t] means Z[s, s-l, t], etc. 
3. THE REPRESENTATION OF A(@;@/@') IN GL,(Z[sr,~;~,s,,s;~]) 
The Magnus representation [8] of @ is an embedding of @ in 
determined by 
si A, xieo 19 i 1 i = 1,2,3. 
By a result of Bachmuth [2] ( see also Remeslennikov and Sokolov [lo]), a matrix 
( 
g aA + a2X2 + a3b 
0 1 1 
represents an element of CD if and only if 
If we identify CD with its image in GL,(Z(@/@‘)L;\, , A, , h3]), an automorphism cx 
in A(@; @/CD’) can be described by 
Gb + a2d2 + a3J3 a:(; :;)-(; 1 ), j=l,2,3, (1) 
where 
aljo1 + a2p2 + a3p3 = aj , j = 1,2, 3. (2) 
The mapping of A(@; @/CD’) into GL,(Z(@/@‘)) given by 
where 01 is given by (I), is an embedding. Furthermore, (aJ E GL,(Z(@/@‘) is in 
the image of this embedding if and only if (2) holds and (qi) has determinant g 
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for some g E @/CD’ [Z, Th eorem I]. A matrix satisfies (2) if and only if it has the 
form 
I t ff2al -j- usa, -a&, - cr3bl 
--a,% + 03a3 1 + & + 4, P? 
-w2 - es3 --Oab, -t 4, 
where the a’s and bls are in Z(@/@‘). 
We hencej~vth identity A(@; @j@‘) with its image i?.z GE,( 
gating matrix (3) by 
considered as an element in GL,(Z(@/@‘)[a;‘]), we obtain the matrix 
As a result we have a representation of A(@; @/CD’) into GL,( 
takes an element in A(@; Q/Q’) of form (3) into the element 
1 + 034 + 4% --U3C~ - U]C2 
+a,a, - 03cT1cr2a3 +,a, - u3u;%3a3 
---a&, + 4, 1 + u1r3 + uccl 
-1 
i-w, -I *& 0+3 +u3az + 0~~~~0~62~ 
of ~~~(Z(~~~‘)~~~‘~), This representation is not faithftil. For example, 
1 t 02ulal + o,qa, u22al + v2a2 5203a1 - cga$ 
-+% -t a3w3 I - qa,a, + a,o,a, -a1”$?l -+ 032a.J 
-u12a2 - a201a3 -alcr,az - a,?a, * I - 01uga2 - 02iJ~a3 
is in the kernel of the representation. 
Let us regard Z(@/@‘) as Z[@, s$l, $J, where S, s2 1 s3 are commuting 
erminates over Z. There exists the natural map of 
sz’]la$], where s, is mapped to 1 and Z[@: apped identicaIIy onto 
itself. This map induces a homomorphism of the image in 
of A(@; @p/G’) into GE,(Z[@, .&][cJ;~]), and hence we have a representation of 
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A(@; @/CD’) into GLs(%[s*r 1 , s~“][~;‘]). Matrices from this last representation 
have the form (see matrix (4)) 
which when conjugated by the matrix (:I t) takes the form 
i 
1 + Orb3 + u22r -Z2 
-qu2b2 + u,26; + u1u2z2 
1 + q1F3 + a& * 
+ u22iz, 1 (5) 
But, a matrix of form (5) lies in GL,(Z[@, &I). 
Therefore, we have a representation of A(@; @I@‘) into GL2(Z[sz1, sir]) which 
takes an automorphism whose matrix form is (3) into a matrix of form (5). Let 
GF? denote the image of this representation. In order to prove that A(@; @/CD’) is not 
jinitely genevated, we prove that GZ? is not j&itely generated. 
The matrices 
are in A(@; @/CD’) an are represented in G?? by A’, = (’ y) and S, = (2 y), d 
respectively. 
Let ,!Z? = GZ n SL,(Z[s*r , $1). ~3 is the kernel of the determinant map from 62’ 
into Z[s:‘, &I. The image of the determinant map is the multiplicative group 
generated by s1 and ss . 
LEMMA 1. GF? is not Jinitely generated if and only if9Y is not jinitely generated. 
Proof. If g is finitely generated, then clearly 6?? is finitely generated. Con- 
versely, suppose 6Yis finitely generated. Then, 6Zis generated by (2 i), (2 t), and 
a finite set of matrices M, , 1 < i < n, in 3. Let MS = (2; ii). Evidently, 27 is 
generated by all 
where 1 < i < n and j and k are arbitrary integers. (i tX) and (t I,) are in C!? 
.since they represent, respectively, 
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ThUS, 
Tl = ;;’ $fl i 1 and T2 = i “0” 
are in $3. 
*1 
We observe that MT, = MS il , , j = 1,2, for any ME Q!. Thus, 99 is generated 
by the finite set of matrices Tr , T, , lb& , iI@, lWf2, L%!F~~~, i < i < n. 
4. Tax SUBGROUP THEOREM FOR AMALGAMATED PRODUCTS 
Let G = d *U B be the free product of groups A and B with amalgamated 
subgroup U. Karrass and Solitar [6] and Cohen [5] have determined the structure 
of subgroups of G. We shall use the approach of Cohen, who used the theory of 
groups acting on trees [I 11. 
Let I-6 be a subgroup of 6. Following Cohen, we construct a semicress, i.e., 
a set (II,) of double coset representatives for (H, A) in G and a set (Da} of double 
coset representatives for (II, B) in G and for each D, a set (EU} of double coset 
representatives (containing 1) of (D;lHD, n A, U) in k and for every Da a set 
(I?,,; of double coset representatives (containing I) of (D;rHL$ n 23, U) in 
Each element g f 1 in G can be expressed as g = c1c2 ... c, , 
lies in A or BY (ii) c, and c,+r cannot both be in A or both in 
uniquely determined. The length of g is defined to be r, and t 
identity element to be 0. The length of a double coset A or ITgB is defined to 
be the length of the shortest element in the double coset. 
The representatives of the double cosets HgA and P%gB are chosen by induc- 
tion on the length of these cosets. For the only double cosets HA and HI3 of 
length 0, the representatives 1 are chosen. Suppose that representatives for double 
cosets of length less than Y have been chosen, and let Hgil have length 9’. We may 
assume that g has length r and that g = g’b, where g’ has length (7 - I) and 
b E B. If Da is the representative of Hg’B = HgB, then there exists unique EV 
associated with Da and u E U such that g E HD,E,,‘,u. Then Hgi: = .EQ&,:‘,A, 
and DB.EV is chosen as the representative for HgA. Similarly, representatives for 
(N, B) double cosets of length Y are chosen 
The set (L)J&~ over all cy. and associated p forms a set of (H, U) double ccset 
representatives in G as does the set {&EV~. Thus, for each CI and associated )u: 
there exists unique element L$ , corresponding I!?,, and u E U such tha: 
D,Ew E E.QE,,u. Thus, 
t 
a,!2 
= D,Eu(D,Ep-l E .H 
and t a IL f 1 if and only if D,E, is neither a (H, A) double coset representative ~ 
nor a (H, B) double coset representative. 
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SUBGROUP THEOREM ([5], THEOREM 3). Let H be a subgroup of A *,B with 
the preceding notation. Then, 
(1) those t,,, # 1 freely generate a free subgroup of H; 
(2) the group K generated by all H n D,AD,$ and H A D,BD$ is the tree 
product of these groups, two such groups being adjacent if D, = DO = 1 or if 
D, = D,b, 6 E B, OY Da = D,a, a E A: the subgroup amalgamated between two 
adjacent groups is H n DUD-I, where D is the longer of D, and Da; 
(3) H is the HNN group 
(K tct,,; o1,u t (H n D,E,,UE,lD,-l) t,; = H n D,EJJE,lD,l) 
over all t,,, # 1 and corresponding DO , E, . 
For information about tree products and HNN groups see [6] and [7]. Since 
H n DolEUUE,-lD;l C H n D,AD;l and H n D,E,,UE;lD,-l C H n D,BDp’, 
we can apply a result of Karrass and Solitar 16, Lemma 31 to obtain the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. In the notation of the Subgroup Theorem, if H is a jinitely 
generated subgroup of A *o B, then only Jinitely many of the t,., # 1 and K is the 
tree product of finitely many of the H n D,AD;’ and the H n D,BDil. 
5. ON SL, OF p[t,t-l], P A PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAIN 
Let P be a principal ideal domain with a field of quotients Q = Q(P). It is a 
consequence of a theorem of Ihara [l 1, p. 110, example 21 that if t is an inde- 
terminate over Q, then 
%(Q![t, t-7) = WQLtl) ; %(QW> 
where I’ = SL,(Q[t]) n SL,(Q[t])r and T = (i f). 
The purpose of this section is to determine the structure of SL,(P[t, t-l]). We 
do this by treating SL,(P[t, t-l]) as a subgroup of 
%(Q[t, t-7) = sL(Q[tl) “, WQd: ? 
and applying the Subgroup Theorem of the previous section. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let t be an indeterminate over a principal ideal domain P. Then, 
SLMt, t-7) = SL,(P[tl) 2 %(fwT, 
where d = SL,(P[t]) n SL,(P[t])*. 
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Pmof. Let If = SL,(P[t, t-l]) and G = SL,(Q[t, t-r]). From the Subgroup 
Theorem, it is clearly sufficient to prove that there are no E& f 1 associate 
with the representative 1 of the double coset H . SL,,(Qjt]), i.e., 
(H l-l SL,(Q[t])) . F = SL,(P[t]) . r = SL,( 
and no E,, f 1 associated with the representative 1 of the double coset 
. SL,(Qit])‘, i.e., (N n SL,(Q[t])‘) . .T = SL,(P[t])” . F = SL,(Q[t])“. 
Let ( ;I:; %i> E sLo2w E et a and 6 be the constant terms of g(t) and k(t), 
respectively. Since P is a principal ideal domain, there exists the matrix (t 1) in 
SL,(P) such that zpa + wb = 0. We have 
u 7J 
i Ii 
f(t) g(t) = 
zu z h(t) k(t) 1 c 
Thus, 
i 
f(t) g(t) = 2. -v f’(t) g’(t) 
h(t) k(t) 1 ! -26 )C 1 24 h’(t) k’(t) ’ 
proving that SL,(P) . P = SL,(Q[t]). Similarly, SL,(P)T . F = §L,@[t])“. 
6. % Is NOT FINITELY GENERATED 
In order to eliminate subscripts we replace the indeterminates s1 and s, by .r 
and t, respectively. 
[s*l] is a principal ideal domain, by Froposition 3, 
where T = (i $ We first show that the matrices 
can be chosen as part of a set of double coset representatives of (SL,(Z[s*r, t]), 5) 
Suppose that p and q are distinct prime integers such &at 
Setting t = 0 in SL,(Q[s*l, t]) maps U onto the subgroup I’ of matrices of form 
[Sag]), and therefore 
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We claim that (7) is false. For suppose that 
( 
: (s -1l)lP) = (f i!)(:, (s ,‘““)(; aol) ) 
where (,f fI) E SL,(Z[@j) and (E i-1) E V, i.e., a, v E Q[+]. 
! l 0 cs -yj = (;: ;:j(; a:l) 
= f ‘a + g’rp 
( 
g’a-l 
h’a + k’g, k’a-l 1 ’ 
where ($1 “,:) E SL,(Z[l/q, s*r]). Since, g’a-1 = (s - 1)/p and k’a-1 = 1, we must 
have a-l = seqi/pai, K’ = s+pulqi, and g’ = S-%(s - l)/qi, where e, 01 and i > 0 
are in 2. Hence f ‘srepol/qi + srea(s - 1) gn/qi = 1, i.e., 
f ‘Pa + a(s - 1)9, = qv. (8) 
We now set s = 1 in (8), f rom which we have f “pa = qi with f fl E Z[l/q], an 
impossibility. Therefore, we have shown that (7) is false. 
Thus the set (6) may be included as part of a set of double coset representatives 
of (SL,(Z[s*l, t]), U) in SLa(Q[s*r, t]) and hence also part of double coset 
representatives of (g n SL2(Z[s*r, t]), U) in SL,(Q[s*‘, t]). We now apply the 
Subgroup Theorem to 39 as a subgroup of SLs(Q[s+l, t*l]). If infinitely many of 
the M(p) are not double coset representatives of (g, SL,(Q[s*l, t])‘) in 
SL&Q[s*l, all]), then there are infinitely many t,,, f 1 in which case B’ is 
infinitely generated by Proposition 2. Hence, suppose that infinitely many of the 
M(p) are double coset representatives of (93, SL2(Q[s*l, t])T) in SLz(Q[s*l, t*r]). 
We assert that K is not the tree product of only finitely many of the 
a n D,SL2(Q[s*l, t])D$ and the g n D,SL,(Q[s*l, c])~D;~. In particular, we 
claim that 93 n M(p) SLz(Q[s*l, t])*M( p)-’ n SL2(Q[s*r, t]) is properly 
contained in ~3 n M(p) SL2(Q[s*l, t ])TM(p)-l for all primes p, proving our 
assertion. To see this, consider the matrix. 
which is in SL,(Z[s *I, t])T and represents the automorphism 
i 0 1 -cr3p2s;1 1 2 -1 0 
0 =1P s2 1 i 
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I -Gzpolzs;l - IT3p2s;l D2G13s;1 + 03pa,2s;1 
0 3 -1 1 i PO, s2 -OS as-1 I 2 
0 -1 P2% I - prJ13si1 
in A(@; Q/Q’). We therefore invoke Proposition 2 once more to conchde that 93 
is not finitely generated. 
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